Abstract. Following are proved on Herman rings of meromorphic functions having at least one omitted value. If all the poles of such a function are multiple then it has no Herman ring. Herman ring of period one or two does not exist. Functions with a single pole or with at least two poles one of which is an omitted value have no Herman ring. Every doubly connected periodic Fatou component is a Herman ring.
Introduction
Unlike rational maps, a transcendental meromorphic map can omit a point of the Reimann sphere. Such a point is called an omitted value of the map and by Picard's theorem, there can be at most two such values. These values are known to be asymptotic values i.e., those to which the map f (z) approaches when z → ∞ along some curve. Not every asymptotic value is omitted.
A singular value of a transcendental meromorphic map f is either a critical value (the image of a point z for which f ′ (z) = 0) or an asymptotic value. Such a value is also known as a singularity of the inverse function f −1 because this is a point where at least one branch of f −1 fails to be defined. Further, there are different possible ways in which this failure can take place leading to the following classification of singularities [3] . For a ∈ C and r > 0, let D r (a) be a disk (in the spherical metric) and choose a component U r of f −1 (D r (a)) in such a way that U r1 ⊂ U r2 for 0 < r 1 < r 2 . There are two possibilities.
(1) r>0 U r = {z} for z ∈ C: In this case, f (z) = a. The point z is called an ordinary point if (i)f ′ (z) = 0 and a ∈ C, or (ii) z is a simple pole. The point z is called a critical point if f ′ (z) = 0 and a ∈ C, or z is a multiple pole. In this case, a is called a critical value and we say that a critical point/algebraic singularity lies over a.
(2) r>0 U r = ∅: The choice r → U r defines a transcendental singularity of f −1 . We say a singularity U lies over a. The singularity U lying over a is called direct if there exists r > 0 such that f (z) = a for all z ∈ U r . Otherwise it is called indirect.
Over each asymptotic value, there lies a transcendental singularity and there is always a critical point lying over a critical value. It is important to note that an asymptotic value can also be a critical value. But an omitted value can neither be a critical value nor the image of any ordinary point. Further, each singularity lying over an omitted value is direct. In this way, an omitted value can be viewed as the simplest instance of a transcendental singularity.
A transcendental meromorphic function (for which ∞ is the only essential singularity) can (1) be entire, (2) be analytic self-map of the punctured plane i.e., with only one pole which is an omitted value or (3) have at least two poles or exactly one pole which is not an omitted value. The functions in the last category are usually referred as general meromorphic functions possibly because the property of being meromorphic has the clearest manifestation, at least in dynamical terms in this case. Let M denote the class of all general meromorphic maps and
f has at least an omitted value}.
We deal with the functions belonging to the class M o in this article.
For a meromorphic function f : C → C = C ∪ {∞}, the set of points z ∈ C in a neighbourhood of which the sequence of iterates {f n (z)} ∞ n=0 is defined and forms a normal family is called the Fatou set of f . The Julia set is its complement in C. The A Herman ring H with period p is such that there exists an analytic homeomorphism φ : H → A = {z : 1 < |z| < r}, r > 1 with φ(f p (φ −1 (z))) = e i2πα z for all z ∈ A and for some α ∈ R \ Q. clearly, there are uncountably many f pinvariant Jordan curves in H. Each such curve separates the two components of C \ H.
Transcendental entire functions always omit ∞ and at most another point in the plane. Analytic self-maps of the punctured plane omit two values, namely the pole and ∞. The forward orbit of an omitted value is either empty or finite in these cases. Though the forward orbit of an omitted value of a function in M o can be infinite, functions belonging to M o can be viewed as generalizations of above functions. It is well-known that entire functions and analytic self-maps of the punctured plane cannot have any Herman ring, the proof of the later appearing in [8] . Investigations on the role of omitted values in determining certain aspects of the dynamics of a function is initiated in [7] . It is seen, among other things, that in most of the cases a multiply connected Fatou component of a function with at least one omitted value ultimately lands on a Herman ring of period at least 2. The current article proves that the existence of Herman rings is severely restricted whenever there is an omitted value and prove the following. Functions all of whose poles are multiple have no Herman ring. No Herman ring with period one or two exist. Functions with a pole which is an omitted value do not have any Herman ring. If a function has only a single pole then it has no Herman ring.
Is every doubly connected periodic Fatou component (of a meromorphic map) a Herman ring? The answer is yes when the period is one and this question is stated to be open for other periods [4] . We settle this question for all maps in M o by proving that every doubly connected periodic Fatou component of such a map is a Herman ring.
Using quasi-conformal maps, Fagella et al. investigated Herman rings of transcendental maps and proved that a general meromorphic function having n poles cannot have more than n invariant Herman rings [6] . The same tool is exploited by Zheng for showing that a function of finite type has at most finitely many Herman rings [9] . Though we establish similar restrictions on Herman rings for functions in M o , our approach does not use quasi-conformal maps and is mostly elementary.
In Section 2, a number of lemmas are proved that are required for the proofs later. Also an easy theorem establishing non existence of Herman rings whenever all poles are multiple is proved in this section. We provide all other results and their proofs in Section 3.
For a closed curve γ in C, let B(γ) denote the union of all the bounded components of C \ γ. 
Preliminary lemmas
A non-contractible Jordan curve in the Fatou set of f ∈ M ultimately (under forward iteration) surrounds a pole and in the next iteration, all the omitted values whenever such values exist. This elementary but useful fact is already proved in [7] , which we state as a lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let f ∈ M and V be a multiply connected Fatou component of f . Also suppose that γ is a closed curve in V with B(γ) J (f ) = ∅. Then there is an n ∈ N {0} and a closed curve
We say a Herman ring H encloses a point w if B(H) contains w.
(1) The proof of the above lemma also gives that O f f (B) = ∅ for every bounded domain B.
(2) If H is a Herman ring of f ∈ M o then some H j encloses a pole and its forward image H j+1 encloses O f . Consequently, the Julia component containing such a pole or an omitted value is always bounded.
We are to make a the above result more precise for which the following definition is required. Proof. Let H be a p-periodic Herman ring and γ be an f p -invariant Jordan curve in it. Since f : H → C is one-one by the definition of Herman ring, f (γ) is a Jordan curve winding around every point of B(H 1 ) exactly once.
Then there are at least two points in B(H) with the same image and by the Argument principle, the curve f (γ) winds around every point of B(H 1 ) at least twice. If f : B(γ) → C has at least a pole then Lemma 2.1 ensures that f (γ) encloses an omitted value a of f . Applying the Argument principle to g(z) = f (z) − a on B(γ), we find g(γ) winding around 0 at least twice implying that f (γ) winds around a at least twice. This is a contradiction.
Remark 2.5. Above lemma indeed gives that every pole enclosed by a Herman ring is simply bounded and a Herman ring can enclose at most one pole.
Above lemma along with Lemma 2.1 gives the following result. Given a Herman ring H of period p, let γ be an f p -invariant Jordan curve in it and set γ j = f j (γ) for j = 0, 1, 2, ..., p − 1. Each γ j is bounded and their arrangement in the plane is precisely that of the periodic cycle of Herman rings containing H. Define
We simply write K instead of K(H) whenever H is understood from the context.
Note that for every H, K(H) has exactly one unbounded component and at least one simply connected bounded component. Further, each of its components intersects the Julia set. In this context, the choice of γ is immaterial as long as it is f p -invariant and is in H. Given a Herman ring H, we first make three definitions.
Definition 2.7. (H-permissible number)
A natural number n is called H-permissible if there is an n-connected component of K(H).
It is important to note that the number of H-permissible numbers cannot exceed the number of components of K.
Definition 2.8. (H-relevant pole)
A pole w is called H-relevant if some H j encloses w.
H-relevant poles are always simply bounded by Remark 2.5.
Definition 2.9. (H-Maximal nest)
An H-maximal nest is a collection of (Herman) rings belonging to the periodic cycle containing H such that one of these rings, called the outermost ring, encloses all other rings of the collection.
Note that the number of H-maximal nests can be any natural number less that or equal to the period of H. The unbounded component of K is n-connected if and only if there are n many H-maximal nests. Further, each such nest has at least one innermost ring and exactly one outermost ring.
We are now to relate H-permissible numbers, H-relevant poles and H-maximal nests.
Lemma 2.10. Let H be a Herman ring of a function f ∈ M o . If C, P and N denote the set of all H-permissible numbers, of all H-relevant poles and of all the H-maximal nests respectively then |C| ≤ |P | ≤ |N | where |.| denotes the number of elements in a set.
Proof. Let n ∈ C and K n be a component of K with connectivity n. Since K n J (f ) = ∅ and the boundary of K n is in the Fatou set, we can find the smallest non-negative natural number m such that f m (K n ), which we denote by K m n , contains a pole w n . This pole is clearly H-relevant and is the only pole in K m n . Define h : C → P by h(n) = w n . Clearly, the set K m n is an n-connected component of K by Lemma 2.4. For two distinct n 1 , n 2 in C, the connectivities of K n1 m1 and K n2 m2 are different where m i is the smallest non-negative integer corresponding to n i for i = 1, 2, as above. Therefore K m1 n1 and K m2 n2 are two different components of K which means that they are disjoint. The poles they contain are different from each another. Thus, the function h is one-one and |C| ≤ |P |. No two H-relevant poles can be enclosed by a Herman ring belonging to a single H-maximal nest by Remark 2.5. Also, each H-relevant pole is in a maximal nest. Therefore |P | ≤ |N | completing the proof.
Remark 2.11.
(1) Two components of K(H) with the same connectivity may correspond to a single H-relevant pole. (2) One may find a situation in which the map h shall be onto. (3) For each H-permissible n, there is an n-connected component of K(H) containing a pole. This is clear from the above proof.
Every component of the pre-image of all sufficiently small neighbourhood of an omitted value is unbounded and on each of these components, the map is not oneone. Now, it follows from the definition (of Herman ring) that a Herman ring does not contain any omitted value. Each periodic cycle of Herman rings of a function in M o contains a rings enclosing the set of all omitted values as well as a ring enclosing a pole by Lemma 2.1. These two rings may be the same. Since invariant Herman rings do not exist for these functions [7] , locating the omitted values and the poles in different components of K(H) for a Herman ring H requires some work.
Given a p-periodic Herman ring H = H 0 and a non empty set A contained in a bounded component of K(H) such that A (
Proof.
(1) That the outermost ring of each H-maximal nest encloses at most one pole follows from Remark 2.5. there is a H-permissible number other than 1. By Remark 2.11(3), there is a pole w enclosed by a ring of N which is different from all its innermost rings. No innermost ring of this nest encloses a pole by Remark 2.5. But by Lemma 2.10, the innermost ring of some maximal nest other than N encloses a pole. Now, there are at least two rings enclosing poles and their forward images (which are distinct) must enclose O f . Since N is the only H-maximal nest having more than one ring, these forward images must be in N .
If O f is not enclosed by an innermost ring of N then the innermost ring with respect to O f , say H k is different from all the innermost rings of N . Further H k encloses a ring H k ′ of N . By (3) of this lemma, H k encloses a pole. But in this situation, f n (H k ) is different from H k ′ for all n by Lemma 2.1 which is a contradiction. Thus, all the omitted values are enclosed by an innermost ring of N . Now, the number of rings in a periodic cycle of Herman rings that enclose some pole is to be determined. An H-maximal nest {H i1 , H i2 , H i3 , ..., H in } is called strictly nested if for all 1
Lemma 2.13. For every p-periodic Herman ring H of f ∈ M o , the number of elements in the set {0 ≤ i ≤ p : H i encloses a pole} is even.
Proof. Let H j be a p-periodic Herman ring and γ 1 , γ 2 be two f p -invariant Jordan curves in H j such that γ 1 ⊂ B(γ 2 ). If H j encloses a pole then f (γ 2 ) ⊂ B(f (γ 1 )). Otherwise f (γ 1 ) ⊂ B(f (γ 2 )). This is true for every j ≥ 0 by Lemma 2.1 and 2.4. If the number of Herman rings in this cycle that encloses some pole is odd then f p (γ 1 ) encloses f p (γ 2 ) which is a contradiction as f p (γ i ) = γ i for i = 1, 2.
Results and their proofs
3.1. Arrangement of Herman rings. The arrangement in the plane of all the Herman rings of a p-periodic cycle is determined by K. One way to broadly classify the possible arrangements may be in terms of the number of maximal nests which can be anything between 0 and p + 1. However, the two extreme arrangements, namely when the number of maximal nests is 1 or p, turn out to be impossible. We first make a definition. 
If a Herman ring is nested or strictly non-nested then by definition, so are all the Herman rings in the cycle containing it. Each Herman ring of period two is either nested or strictly non-nested.
It is shown in [7] that functions having only one pole has no Herman ring with period 2. That Herman rings of period two also do not exist for any function in M o (possibly with more than one pole) is the content of the following result. Theorem 3.2. If f ∈ M o then f has no Herman ring which is nested or strictly non-nested and in particular, it has no Herman ring of period one or two. Further, if a pole of f is an omitted value then it has no Herman ring of any period.
Proof. Let H 0 be a p-periodic Herman ring. A function in M o has no invariant Herman ring [7] for which we can assume p > 1. The proof will follow by deriving contradictions in each of the following cases. (H 1 B(H 1 )) . Then H 1 is inner in the sense that B(H 1 ) does not contain H j for any j ≥ 0. If B(H 1 ) contains a component of f −1 (H j ) for some j then this component is not periodic and is in B(H 0 ) (since H 1 ⊂ B(H 0 )). Also, there is a periodic Herman ring mapped onto H j by f which is either H 0 or in B(H 0 ). Both these periodic and non-periodic components are mapped onto H j and are in B(H 0 ) giving that f : B(H 0 ) → C is not one-one: a contradiction to Lemma 2.4. Thus B(H 1 ) does not contain any component of f −1 (H j ) for any j and therefore f (B(H 1 )) contains no H j for any j ≥ 0. Now, if f has a pole in B(H 1 ) then H 2 = H 0 . Otherwise, that means if f is analytic in B(H 1 ) then H 2 is inner. Repeating this argument and noting that B(H 1 ) intersects the Julia set and hence, contains pre-images of poles, the smallest natural number j * can be found such that H j is inner for all j, 0 < j < j * , H j * −1 encloses a pole and H j * = H 0 . This means that the forward image of every inner ring is inner or H 0 and that of the H 0 is inner. Now, take an f p -invariant Jordan curve γ 0 in H 0 and consider the region A bounded by γ = If there is a Herman ring of period two then it is nested or strictly non-nested. Similarly, if a pole of f is an omitted value then the forward images of each ring, enclosing this pole, also encloses the pole. That means the Herman ring is nested. But these kinds of Herman rings are not possible proving the theorem.
3.2.
Functions with a single pole. It is already proved that if a function f ∈ M o has a pole which is also an omitted value then it cannot have any Herman ring. Here we look at the possibility of Herman rings for functions with only a single pole which is not necessarily an omitted value. If the pole is not simply bounded then Herman rings do not exist by Remark 2.5. We assume that the pole is simply bounded and denote it by w. Before presenting the main result of this section, we first state and prove two elementary lemmas.
We say, a maximal nest of Herman rings is strictly nested if the complement of their union has exactly one bounded simply connected domain. In this case, there is a unique ring enclosed by all other in the nest. Such a ring is called the innermost ring of N . By |N |, we mean the number of rings in the maximal nest N . Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that H ∈ N 1 is the innermost ring with respect to O f . If H encloses a pole then it will be nested by Lemma 2.1 which cannot be true in view of Theorem 3.2. Let H in be the innermost ring of N 1 . Since N 1 is strictly nested, either H = H in or H in ⊂ H. In both the cases, H in does not enclose any pole. This along with Remark 2.11 (3) gives that the innermost ring of N 2 encloses a pole and by Lemma 2.1, the forward images of all the rings belonging to N 2 encloses O f . There is also a pole enclosed by some ring of N 1 by Lemma 2.10. The forward image of this ring is different from the forward images of all rings belonging to N 2 . This means that the number of rings enclosing O f is more than |N 2 |. Therefore |N 1 | > |N 2 |.
As discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.2, a Herman ring may have many preimages out of which only one will be periodic and we call that as periodic pre-image of the ring. If H m encloses a pre-image w −1 of w then H m+1 encloses w as well as O f and therefore B(H m ) O f = ∅. This is already shown to be impossible.
Remark 3.5. Above Lemma implies that both the forward image and the periodic pre-image of any H m is in nests different from the one enclosing w. Now we present the main result, an easy-to-verify criteria for non-existence of Herman rings for functions with a single pole. Proof. Suppose that H is a p-periodic Herman ring of f . Then some H i encloses a pole, say w by Lemma 2.1. Let all such Herman rings be enumerated as {H ij } n j=1 . Also, let H i1 be the innermost and H in be the outermost ring with respect to w. Note that each H ij +1 encloses O f by Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 3.4, none of the omitted values lie in B(H in ). Therefore, each of {H ij +1 } n j=1 is in a maximal nest different from the one containing H ij s. Let m be the least natural number such that H in+1+m encloses a pole. This pole is none other than w by our assumption. Consequently H in+1+m = H ij for some j. This j can only be 1, otherwise there will be at least n + 1 Herman rings enclosing w which is not true. Thus H in+1+m = H i1 and consequently H i1+1+m = H in . Note that p = 2(m + 1). Consider a noncontractible f p -invariant Jordan curve γ 1 in H i1 . Then γ m+1 = f m+1 (γ 1 ) is also a non-contractible Jordan curve in H in and f m+1 (γ m+1 ) = γ 1 . The map f m+1 takes the region bounded by these two curves γ m+1 and γ 1 conformally onto itself. This is not possible if n > 1 as this region intersects the Julia set. But by Lemma 2.13, n = 1 is not possible. This contradiction completes the proof. (z−z0) k is meromorphic with only a single pole z 0 which is different from its omitted value. By the above theorem, it has no Herman ring.
Here is a result that follows from the arguments used in Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 2.13. Proof. If there are only two H-maximal nests and one of them consists of only one ring then the other, we call it bigger, encloses O f in one of its innermost ring by Lemma 2.12(4). Further, there is a pole w enclosed by the outermost ring of the bigger nest by Lemma 2.10. Suppose that this pole and O f are separated by at least two rings, say H 1 and H 2 . Each ring of this nest enclosing w also encloses O f (Otherwise H will be nested by the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 3.4) and thus its periodic pre-image encloses a pole other than w. If k is the smallest natural number such that H [4] . This is known to be true when period is one [1] . We prove it for every period but only for functions in M o . For proving this, we put together Theorems 1-5 of [7] as a lemma. We say a Fatou component V is SCH if one of the following holds.
(1) V is simply connected. (2) V is multiply connected with c(V n ) > 1 for all n ∈ N and Vn is a Herman ring for somen ∈ N {0}. If J a is a buried component of the Julia set, then all the multiply connected Fatou components not landing on any Herman ring are wandering and a is a limit point of {f n } n>0 on each of these wandering domains. Further, if F (f ) has a multiply connected wandering domain, then the forward orbit of a is an infinite set and singleton buried components are dense in J (f ). (4)) is infinitely connected. Indeed, it can be shown (see Lemma 4 and the proof of Theorem 4 of [7] ) that all its forward images are also infinitely connected. Thus in this situation also, D is a Herman ring.
Let J (f ) O f = ∅. If O f intersects two Fatou components then we are done by Lemma 3.10(2). Let O f ⊂ U for some Fatou component. Then, by Lemma 3.10(3)(a),(b), D is a Herman ring whenever D n = U . If D n = U for some n then U must be periodic and by Lemma 3.10(3)(e), c(D n ) = 1 or ∞ for all n, which can not be possible as D is periodic and doubly connected.
